
5 Tips for Planning your

SOCIAL
MEDIA 
CONTENT



Your quarterly planning session should
take no more than one hour! 

We are a social media agency, but we don't think you need to be an

expert to plan GREAT Social Media Content for your company, brand or

organization.

We’ve distilled our process down to 5 Tips on how to plan social media

content and make it totally doable for you and your team, small or large.

5 Tips for Planning Your
Social Media Content

Take Time at the end of each quarter

to plan your big picture ideas, content

themes and social media posts for the

next quarter. Practically speaking:

Halfway through September, meet

with your team (or take yourself to a

coffee shop) and plan the content for

Q4 of the current year.  Come to the

meeting armed with the marketing

priorities, event pushes and sales

messaging you want to push in the

last quarter of the year. 

1. Plan your Content Topics and Ideas Quarterly

Download our Content Calendar Template
Time: 1 Hour per quarter

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/3/d/1sOkdLkeR8811A_nynmjrGl6acCTTWwdO62Ul3S-qsGc/copy#gid=1849936431
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/3/d/1sOkdLkeR8811A_nynmjrGl6acCTTWwdO62Ul3S-qsGc/copy#gid=1849936431
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/3/d/1sOkdLkeR8811A_nynmjrGl6acCTTWwdO62Ul3S-qsGc/copy#gid=1849936431


As you plan, you'll find other ideas may come up.

Make notes on things like:

Now that your content themes and topics are planned, at the beginning or end of each

month, write the content for the next two weeks.  Because this can be a time-intensive

activity, we don't suggest writing out content much further than two weeks out.

This is the time to really buckle down and think about what you want to say to your

audience. If you're a non-profit and you're writing copy for Giving Tuesday, maybe it's

something like:

2. Write your Content Bi-Monthly

Content ideas for NEXT quarter

Great content that worked in the quarter prior that you want to try

again

Tag certain posts that you want to highlight with ads or boosts

Make notes (or highlight it a different color on the calendar) about

the assets you need to create (videos, images, gifs)

"Next month, we invite you to join us for
#GivingTuesday where you can make the difference
in the lives of 7 children with a small donation of just

$15. Won't you join us!?"

Time: 1-2 hours, 2x per month



If you're not a designer, asset-creating is the most time-consuming part

of this process, but thankfully there are tools out there to make image

creating, gif creating, gif to mp4 creation much simpler!

3. Create your Assets in Batches

There are so many free resources out there! Check out this
link to some of our favorite FREE resources >>

Don't use Photoshop? Try Canva.  We love stock images from Pexels and Unsplash

(don't just grab the first image you find when Googling- chances are it's licensed and not

free to use!)

Use a mix of both images and videos, and remember platforms like Instagram are ONLY

a visual, so you want to be creative when creating assets to compliment your text posts.

Video is KING these days (Reels, TikTok, etc.) so if you have a nice static image, make it

animated with a tool like Canva!

You don't have to create a custom image for each post, but you should have a visual

element for everything you post (Twitter can be an exception). Utilize Stock images (free

ones or pay for a subscription service) for some posts, create some custom posts using

photoshop, if you know how to use it, or Canva templates, and share video (Uploading a

video directly to Instagram or Facebook is always a better idea than linking to a video on

YouTube).

We are big fans of posting directly to the social media platforms themselves, live, at

the time you want the posts up. We don't know the research that can back this, but it

seems that engagement is best when you do this. However, that's not always

possible, so here are a few social media software options we have used and can

recommend. Each have pros and cons and none are perfect.

4. Schedule your Posts Weekly

Time: 2-4 hours, 2x per month

https://methodagency.com/what-we-do/free-and-cheap-social-media-resources/


Sprout Social (https://sproutsocial.com)

Social Pilot (https://www.socialpilot.co)

Hootsuite (https://hootsuite.com)

AgoraPulse (https://agorapulse.com)

Don't set it and forget it. Just because you killed this last quarter and planned the best content,

wrote the best copy and create the best images and gifs to go along with it, doesn't mean you

can just schedule your posts in two batches monthly and forget about it.

If people are commenting on a Instagram post you forgot you scheduled 2 weeks ago,

comment on it. Respond to comments. Ask questions in the comments! You don't have to do

this for hours a day, but try to jump into your comments and social media accounts a few times

a day, for a few minutes at a time. Waiting for your coffee to warm up at the microwave, while

you're waiting for your popcorn to pop (or even on the toilet- hey we don't judge) is a great

time to see what is happening on your brand's social media!

5. Interact with your audience daily

Remember, social media is about being SOCIAL. 
Interact with your audience!!

Time: 2 hours per week

Time: 30 minutes per week

It's not a whole week of your life. It's not even a whole day. If you can find

3-5 hours per week to dedicate to your social media planing, content

creating, and designing yourself or your small team, 

you will be in GREAT shape!

Total Time: 
14-20 Hours per month or 3.5- 5 hours per week


